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To the Actuarial
A
Stan
ndards Board
d (ASB):
On behaalf of Segaal Consultin
ng, attached are comm
ments as reqquested in your July 2014
communication entitled “Requesst for Comm
ments – ASO Ps and Publlic Pension P
Plan Fundingg and
preciate the opportunity to commentt on this impportant topic.
Accountiing.” We app
The requ
uest for com
mments is described as
a “…conceerning the aapplication of the Actuuarial
Standard
ds of Practicce (ASOPs) in regards to actuarial valuations and other aanalyses useed for
determin
ning public pension
p
and other posteemployment plan fundinng and accouunting…” S
Segal
believes that any reeview of thee ASOPs ass they applyy to retiree health care plans should be
addressed
d separately
y from the review of the ASOPss as they appply to pennsion plans. The
mechanissms for fund
ding and disclosure of these plans are very diifferent andd merit theirr own
discussio
ons. Our com
mments here are limited to
t the appliccation of ASO
OPs to pension plans.
We have individually
y addressed each of the numbered
n
quuestions in yyour memo bbelow.
1. Public plan funding
fu
and associated actuarial
a
valuuations are lless uniform
mly regulatedd than
th
hose of privaate sector peension plans.. Actuaries m
may be askeed by their prrincipal to aadvise
on
n funding levels. Is ad
dditional guiidance needded, beyond that in the recently reevised
pension ASO
OPs, regardin
ng appropriaate public p lan actuariaal valuation practice to assist
acctuaries in performing th
heir work an
nd advising thheir principaal? Why or w
why not?
Segal believes that, for the mosst part, curreent Actuariaal Standardss of Practicee provide ennough
guidancee for actuariees to assist clients
c
in estaablishing funnding policiies. These A
ASOPs allow for a
wide ran
nge of practiices and aree flexible en
nough to acccommodate a variety oof circumstaances.
Howeverr, it may be useful
u
for th
he ASB to id
dentify certaiin practices that would rrequire addittional
disclosurres.
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We do not propose that these practices be prohibited by a new ASOP; only that additional
disclosures be required when these practices are used. These disclosures would be useful in
making sure that actuaries provide information that encourages the adoption of transparent and
understandable funding policies.
2. If yes to question 1, in what areas is additional guidance needed?
One area of concern is the use of an amortization method that results in “negative amortization,”
particularly when used with an open or “rolling” amortization period (where the amortization
period is reset each year). Negative amortization occurs when the payment toward the UAAL
does not fully cover interest (or any principal amount) and, as a result, the UAAL increases from
one valuation to the next. The amortization methods that result in negative amortization combine
a relatively long amortization period with a level percentage of payroll payment (i.e., the
payments increase from year to year based upon a payroll growth assumption). When combined
with a “rolling” amortization period, this can result in a situation where the UAAL never
decreases in dollar amount.
Special quantitative disclosures should be required in these situations so that the effect and
duration of any negative amortization are illustrated. Required disclosures could include the
number of years until the negative amortization is eliminated (which would be infinite for
rolling, negative amortization), or a projection of the UAAL over the anticipated amortization
period (or over some specified period for rolling amortization).
A second area of concern is the information disclosed for “fixed rate” plans. A fixed rate plan is
one where the employer contribution is set by statute and does not vary from year to year. For
these types of plans, the implicit amortization period should be disclosed annually. The implicit
amortization period is the number of years, as of the valuation date, over which the UAAL is
expected to be amortized based upon the statutory contributions and assuming all assumptions
are realized. If the implicit amortization period results in negative amortization (i.e., the fixed
contribution does not cover interest on the current UAAL), then the disclosures described in the
paragraph above should be made.
A third area of concern is the use of an actuarial cost method under which the normal cost
assigned to a given individual is not based upon that individual’s benefits – for example, when
the benefit formula for participants in a new tier is used to determine the normal cost for
participants in prior tiers. Required disclosures may include a description of how the use of this
actuarial cost method affects the plan’s normal cost, UAAL, and recommended contribution. For
fixed rate plans, the disclosures may also include how the use of this actuarial cost method
affects the implicit amortization period.
3. If yes to question 1, should that guidance take the form of a separate public plan actuarial
valuation standard or be incorporated within the existing ASOPs? Why or why not?
Segal believes that the current framework of ASOPs is adequate in providing actuarial valuation
standards that apply to public plans, and that any additional guidance should be incorporated
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within the current standards. The current standards provide guidance for all elements of a cost or
contribution allocation procedure (i.e., actuarial cost methods, asset valuation methods and
amortization methods) as well as the actuarial assumptions. For that reason, any additional
guidance should be included within the framework of the current ASOPs. If a new, separate
actuarial valuation ASOP were adopted that incorporated any new guidance along with existing
guidance, the result could be less effective guidance overall due to overlap, inconsistencies, and
the need for cross-references among the new and the current ASOPs. In addition, any future
modifications to the current ASOPs would also need to maintain consistency and crossreferences to the new actuarial valuation ASOP.
As further discussed in our response to question 5, Segal believes the same standards should
apply to all actuaries performing similar work. If there is a specific area of new guidance that is
not related to one of the current standards, a separate standard could be created for that topic
area. As an example, we know that the ASB is working on a standard related to pension plan
risks and this standard should apply to all types of plans.
4. In general, the ASOPs are principles based and not rules based. As a result, the ASOPs
are generally not highly prescriptive. Should the ASOPs related to public plan actuarial
valuations be more prescriptive? If so, in what areas?
Segal believes that the ASOPs should remain principles based, but some areas, such as the
specification of required disclosures, could be more prescriptive as described in our response to
question 2.
5. The ASOPs have provided guidance that has been applicable to all areas of practice in the
pension community (for example, private sector, multiemployer, public sector). If you
believe that additional guidance is needed for public plan actuarial valuations, should any
of that additional guidance also apply to nonpublic sector plans? Why or why not?
Segal believes that the principles in the ASOPs should apply to all actuaries who are providing a
specific type of actuarial service (e.g., pension plan actuarial valuations), regardless of the type
of plan served. If different standards apply to different actuaries depending on the type of plan
they are serving, the standards would not be requiring the same level of practice from all
actuaries, which would reduce the consistency and reliability of the work governed by the
standards.
As a practical matter, some types of retirement plans (e.g., private sector and multiemployer) are
more heavily regulated than others, but that does not preclude the standards from applying to
actuaries who serve these types of plans. Other plans such as public sector plans, church plans
and nonqualified plans are not as heavily or consistently regulated and actuaries who serve those
plans should be held to the same standards. Because of other regulation, some provisions of the
standards may not have the same impact on all types of plans. Nevertheless, the principles and
resulting guidance of the standards should be applicable to all actuaries regardless of the type of
plan they are serving.
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6. The
T current definition
d
of an “intended
d user” of ann actuarial coommunicatioon is “any person
who
w the actu
uary identifiies as able to rely on the actuariaal findings” (ASOP Noo. 41,
Actuarial
A
Com
mmunication
ns, section 2.7).
2
Should the ASOPs rrequire the aactuary for ppublic
pension planss to perform
m additional,, significantt work (whicch would bee incorporatted in
he guidance provided in
n the ASOPss) that is nott requested by the princcipal if that work
th
prrovides usefful informatiion to indiviiduals who aare not intennded users? W
Why or whyy not?
Iff so, should this
t requirem
ment be extended to all ppension pracctice areas? W
Why or why not?
Segal reccognizes thaat public secctor actuaries provide innformation tthat is usefuul to a numbber of
stakehold
ders. In situ
uations wheere an addiitional requuest from a non-principal is a naatural
byproducct of the work performeed for a publlic sector cliient, the worrk should bee provided w
where
deemed practicable
p
by
b the princcipal. However, we not e that the A
ASOPs goveern the qualiity of
actuarial work, not the “usefullness,” whicch may be difficult foor the actuaary to deterrmine
objectiveely. Furtherm
more, the Academy
A
Co
ode of Proffessional Coonduct alreaady requiress that
actuarial communicaations be cleear and apprropriate for the situatioon, and that the actuaryy take
steps to ensure
e
that actuarial
a
serv
vices are not used to mis lead other parties.
A requireement that public pensio
on plan actuaaries providee “useful info
formation” too individualss who
are not in
ntended useers is not feaasible in praactice. Addittional signifficant work provided to nonprincipalls may have to be performed outsid
de the scope of existing client agreeements. Alsoo, the
ASOP would have to
o carefully define
d
what requests
r
meeet the “usefuul information” standard.. This
would vaary from plan
n to plan and
d stakeholdeer to stakehollder.
Once agaain, we greaatly appreciaate the oppo
ortunity to ccomment onn this importtant topic. Iff you
have any
y questions or
o require any
y clarificatio
on on our com
mments, pleease do not hhesitate to coontact
me.
Sincerely
y yours,

holl, FSA, FCA,
F
EA, MA
AAA
Kim Nich
Public Seector Retirem
ment Practice Leader
5468957V1//96030.001

